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Abstract

Odyssey is a set of extensions to the NetBSD operating system to
support adaptation for a broad range of mobile informnationaccess
applications. These applications execute on mobile clients but read
or update remote data on servers. Our goal in building Odyssey is
to enable mobile scenarios such as the following one.

In this paper we show that application-aware adaptation, a
collaborative partnership between the operating system and
applications, offers the most general and effective approach
to mobile information access. We describe the design of
Odyssey, a prototype implementing this approach, and show
how it supports concurrent execution of diverse mobile applications. We identify agility as a key attribute of adaptive systems, and describe how to quantify and measure it.
We present the results of our evaluation of Odyssey, indicating performance improvements up to a factor of 5 on a
benchmark of three applications concurrently using remote
services over a network with highly variable bandwidth.

1

Design Rationale

2.1

Motivation

Consider a hypothetical scenario in which a tourist with a weamblc
computer running Odyssey is walking in an urban setting* A wlrcless overlay network [16] provides the computer with a variety of
connection alternatives, which differ in bandwidth, coverage, cosf,
and reliability. The higher-bandwidth alternatives are more sensitive to fading and signal loss as the user moves in and out of the
radio shadows of buildings.
As he walks, the user interacts with his computer through spoken
commands; he receives output through a head-mounted displny or
synthesized speech. The speech software exploits remote compute
servers when connected, but is capable of degraded interactions using a tiny vocabulary when disconnected. One application provides
a video narration of local history, with content delivered from a remote server. Another application is a Web browser that can respond
to queries about the local environment.
Odyssey monitors resources such as bandwidth, CPU cycles, and
battery power, and interacts with each application to best exploit
them. For example, when high-bandwidth connectivity is lost due
to a radio shadow, Odyssey detects the change and notifies interested applications. The video application responds by skipping
frames, thus displaying fewer frames per minute, while the Web ap
plication responds by displaying degmded versions of large images,
When the user emerges from the radio shadow, Odyssey dctccts
a substantial improvement in bandwidth and notifies applications,
They then revert to their original behaviors.
Although the user is aware of changing application behavior during his walk, he does not have to initiate adaptation or be involved
in its details. Rather, he can delegate these decisions to Odyssey,
confident that reasonable tradeoffs will be made.
While mobile scenarios such as this motivated the design of
Odyssey, its benefits may be valuable in a broader context. For example, large bandwidth variations can arise in wide-area networks
with fluctuating loads. The adaptation supported by Odyssey can
be valuable in coping with such variation.

Introduction

Adaptation is the key to mobility. Only through alertness and
prompt reactions can a mobile client offer acceptable service in
spite of the many problems that plague its existence. These include unpredictable variation in network quality, wide disparity in
the availability of remote services, limitations on local resources
imposed by weight and size constraints, concern for battery power
consumption, and lowered trust and robustness resulting from exposure and motion [S, 15,311.
Once the need for adaptation is recognized, many questions follow. What form should such adaptation take? Which system components should bear responsibility for adaptation? How does one
characterize the adaptive capability of a mobile client? How does
one compare alternative designs from the perspective of adaptation?
We present our answers to these and related questions in this paper. We describe the design and implementation of a software platform called Odyssey, and show how it provides effective support
for concurrent execution of diverse mobile applications. We identify agility as a key attribute of adaptive systems, and describe how
to quantify and measure it. Finally, we present the results of our
evaluation of the Odyssey prototype to confirm the benefits of our
approach. These results indicate performance improvementsup to a
factor of 5 on a benchmark of three applications concurrently using
remote services over a network with highly variable bandwidth.
This research was supported by the Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) under
DARPA contract numbers F19628-93-GO193 and F19628-96GOO61. Additional
supportwas providedby AT&T,Hughes, IBM, and Intel. The views and conclusions
contained here are those of the authorsand should not be interpretedas necessarily
representingtheofficial policies or endorsements,eitherexpress or implied. of AFMC,
DARPA,AT&T,Hughes, IBM, Intel. CarnegieMellon University,or theU.S. Govemment.
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Fidelity

As the example in the previous section illustrates, the data accessed
by an Odyssey application may be stored in one or more gcncralpurpose repositories such as file servers, SQL servers, or Web
servers. Alternatively, it may be stored in more specialized rcposltories such as video libraries, query-by-image-content databases, or
back ends of geographical information systems.
The constraints of mobility complicate data access from such
servers. Ideally, a data item available on a mobile client should be
indistinguishable from that available to the accessing application if
it were to be executed on the server storing that item. But this corrcspondencemay be difficult to preserve as resources become scarce;

2.4

some form of degradation may be inevitable. We define-fidelity as
the degree to which dam presented at a client matches the reference
copy at the server.
Fidelity has many dimensions. One well-known, universal dimension is consisfency. Systems such as Coda [l&32], Ficus [28]
and Bayou [38] expose potentially stale data to applications when
network connectivity is poor or nonexistent. Other dimensions of
fidelity depend on the type of data in question. For example, video
data has at least two additional dimensions: frame rate and image
quality of individual frames. Spatial data, such as topographical
maps, has dimensions of minimum feature size or resolution. For
telemetry data, appropriate dimensions include sampling rate and
timeliness. The dimensions of fidelity are natural axes of adaptation
for mobility, However, the adaptation cannot be solely determined
by the type of data; it also depends on the application. Different applications using the same data may make different tradeoffs among
dimensions of fidelity.
A key goal of Odyssey is to provide a framework within which
diverse notions of fidelity can easily be incorporated. Our focus
on mobile information access allows us to bound this diversity to
manageable proportions. Specifically excluded from our purview
are applications that involve stringent real-time constraints, such as
video conferencing and multi-client interactive games.
Supporting multiple levels of fidelity complicates the task of
evaluation. Since adaptive applications trade fidelity of data for
performance, focusing solely on the latter can result in a misleading evaluation. For example, by forcing applications to operate at
their lowest fidelity levels at all times, a system could ensure better
performance than a competing system that strives to support higher
fidelity levels when possible. Yet, this degenerate approach violates our intuitive notion of what constitutes a good system. Hence,
the evaluation of an adaptive system must take into account both
fidelity and performance.

2.3

Agility

Sound adaptation decisions require accurate and timely knowledge
of resource availability. Ideally, a mobile client should always have
perfect knowledge of current resource levels. In other words, there
should be no time lag between a change in resource availability
and its detection. Further, if this change is sufficient to warrant
modification of client behavior, that too should be accomplished
without delay.
Of course, no physical system can meet this ideal. The best we
can hope for is to build close approximations through good design
and engineering. Thus, a key property of an adaptive system is the
speed and accuracy with which it detects and responds to changes
in resource availability. We call this property the agil@ of the system. When changes are large and erratic, only a highly agile system
can function effectively. In more stable environments, less agile
systems may suffice. Agility is thus the property of a mobile system that determines the most turbulent environment in which it can
function acceptably.
Agility is a complex property with many components. One
source of complexity is differing sensitivity to different resources.
For example, a system may be much more sensitive to changes in
network bandwidth than to changes in battery power level. Another source of complexity is differing origins of changes in resource availability. The change may be caused by variation in the
supply of a resource due to mobility, or by changed demand for it
by concurrent applications. Since different mechanisms may be involved in detecting these two different types of changes, it may be
necessary to distinguish these components of agility.

2.5

Minimalism

Rather than using a clean-sheet approach to designing Odyssey, we
decided to extend an existing system. We chose NetBSD, a variant of the 4.4 BSD Unix operating system [23], as the starting
point. NetBSD source code is publicly available withoutcencumbrance, thus allowing free distribution of derivatives. The popularity of NetBSD also offers the possibility of attracting a substantial
Odyssey user community.
We avoided changes to the NetBSD API and internal structure
unless essential, and made the few necessary changes consistent
with NetBSD idiom. Thus, Odyssey should be viewed as an exercise in minimalism: it represents the smallest set of interface and
code extensions we believe necessary for agile adaptation in mobile
environments.

Concurrency

The ability to execute multiple independent applications concurrently on a mobile client is vital. Although this ability is taken for
granted on desktop operating systems, there continues to be skepticism about its value in mobile clients. This skepticism is fueled
by the popularity of devices such as PDAs [I] and pocket organizers [39], which execute only one application at a time.
While such specialized mobile devices fill an important niche,
we are convinced that many mobile users will find it valuable to run
background applications in addition to the foreground application
that dominates their attention. For example, an information filtering application may run in the background monitoring data such
as stock prices or enemy movements, and alert the user as appropriate, As another example, an application used in emergency response situations may monitor physical location and motion, and
prefetch damage-assessment information for the areas to be traversed shortly.
To effectively support concurrent applications, one must control
their use of limited resources. In other words, there needs to be
centralized monitoring and coordinated resource management on
a mobile client, Operating systems, which have historically performed this role for CPU cycles and memory, must now manage a
broader range of resources such as network bandwidth, disk cache
space and battery power.
The need to coordinate resource management across applications
mutes the effectiveness of many current approaches to mobile computing. For example, commercial applications such as Eudora [29]
provide vertically integrated support for mobility, where each application assumes that it has full use of available network bandwidth.
Even a more sophisticated toolkit approach such as Rover [13] only
pays minimal attention to resource coordination.

3

Application-Aware

Adaptation

3.1 Model of Adaptation
Odyssey’s approach to adaptation is best characterized as
application-aware adaptation. The essence of this model is a col-

laborative partnership between the system and individual applications. The system monitors resource levels, notifies applications of
relevant changes, and enforces resource allocation decisions. Each
application independently decides how best to adapt when notified.
This division of responsibility directly addresses the issues of application diversity and concurrency. Diversity is accommodated by
allowing applications to determine the mapping of resource levels
to fidelity levels. Concurrency is supported by allowing the system to retain control of resource monitoring and arbitration. The
challenge is to design a system that can support this separation of
concerns without compromising agility.
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4

Application-aware
W=JY

An implementation
Odyssey must
an application
l operate on Odyssey objects,
0 express resource expectations,
l be notified when expectations are no longer met, and
l respond by changing fidelity.
The Odyssey mechanisms supporting each of these requirements
are described in the following sections.

Y
t
Lahsez-fake
Eudora

t
Application-transparent

Coda

Figure 1: Models of Adaptation

4.1

Figure 1 places application-aware adaptation in context, spanning the range between two extremes. At one extreme, adaptation
is entirely the
of individual
This laissezapproach, used
commercial software
such as
dora, avoids
need for
support. But, discussed in
tion
it fails to address the issue of application concurrency. At
the other extreme, upp[icufion-transparent udaprufion, the system
bears full responsibility for both adaptation and resource management. This approach, exemplified by Coda, is especially attractive
for legacy applications because they can run unmodified. Application concurrency is
supported, but
diversity is
since control
fidelity is
in the
of the

3.2

Realizing

Design and

Operating on Odyssey Objects

Consistent with our goal of minimalism, we have built upon
NetBSD file system calls rather than defining a completely new interface. Thus, Odyssey is integrated into NetBSD as a new VFS 810
system [19]. In addition, we have found it necessary to add a few
new system calls.
As shown in Figure 2, we have implemented the viceroy and wardens in user space rather than in the kernel. Operations on Odyssey
objects are redirected to the viceroy by a small in-kernel inrercepfor
module. All other system calls are handled directly by NetBSD.

Odyssey

Model

The

approach to
application-aware adaptawould be
directly reflect
separation of
in the
architecture. In
an architecture,
code would
data generically;
applications would
entirely refor differential handling of data types.
Unfortunately, the wide disparity in the physical and logical
properties of various data types requires that some form of typeawareness be incorporated into the system for efficient resource usage. For example, the size distribution and consistency requirements of data from an
server differ
from those
relational database
Image data
be highly
using one
but not
Video data
be efficiently
using a
protocol that drops rather than retransmits lost data; in contrast, only reliable transmissions are acceptable for file or database updates. It is impossible to optimize for
such differences without some system-level knowledge of type.
These considerations lead to a more sophisticated architecture in
which Odyssey has two responsibilities. It must be
of shared
to remote
by concurrent
so that can propmanage resources.
the same
it must
type-specific
knowledge
allow effective
management actions.
knowledge is
for example,
estimate the
costs
and
of compressing cached item
flushing it
refetching it
Odyssey incorporates
via specialized
components
wardens. A
encapsulates the
support at client necessary
effectively manage data type.
fully support new dam
an appropriate
has to written
incorporated
Odyssey at each client. The wardens are
subordinate to a type-independent component called the viceroy,
which is responsible for centralized resource management.
The collabqrative relationship envisioned in application-aware
adaptation is thus realized in two parts. The first, between the
viceroy and its wardens, is data-centric: it defines
levels
each data
and factors
into resource
The second,
applications and
is action-centric:
provides applications
control over
selection of
levels supported
the wardens.

Figure 2: Odyssey Client Architecture
Wardens are statically linked with the viceroy, and the ensemble
executes in a single address space with user-level threads. Communication between the viceroy and wardens is through procedure
calls and shared data structures. The wardens are entirely responsible for communicating with servers and caching data from them
when appropriate- applications never contact servers directly.
Our implementation of Odyssey outside the kernel is consistent
with the philosophy of modem operating system designs such as
Exokemel[6] and SPIN [3]. Since extensibility is the motivation
for such systems, their use in the context of Odyssey should result
in improved agility and easier installation of new wardens.
Integrating Odyssey with the file system yields several key advantages. It gives us a well-understood framework for integmtion
as well as useful infrastructure to simplify implementation. Since
file opemtions are performed on Odyssey objects by the appropriate
warden, their semantics can be customized to provide a modicum
of type-awareness without new system calls.
At the same time, our, approach imposes certain limitations,
Some data types do not naturally fit either the naming or access
methods provided by the file system. Further, there are no standard
file operations corresponding to fidelity changes. For naming, wo
incorpomteextensions similar in spirit to virW directories [9]. For
access methods and fidelity changes, we rely on a general-purpose
mechanism described in Section 4.4.
As Odyssey matures, we may discover that further improvcments in functionality or agility are impossible unless we move the
viceroy and wardens into the kernel. Until there is compelling cvidence of this, however, we plan to retain the current architecture.
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request(in
cancel(in

path, in resource-descriptor, out request-id)
request-id)

4.3

(a) Resource Negotiation Operations
resource-id
lower bound
upper bound
name of uucall handler
(b) Resource Descriptor Fields

(c) Generic Resources in Odyssey
1 handler(in

4.4

request-id, in resource-id, in resource-level) 1
(d) Upcall Handler

tsop(in

Notifying Applications

When the viceroy discovers that the availability of a resource has
strayed outside a registered window of tolerance, it generates an
upcull to the corresponding application. The application adjusts
its fidelity according to its individual policy. It then issues another
request
call to register a revised window of tolerance appropriate
to the new fidelity.
An upcall handler is invoked with three parameters, as shown in
Figure 3(d). The first parameter identifies the request
operation
on whose behalf the upcall is being delivered. The second parameter identifies the resource whose availability has changed, and the
third parameter gives the new availability.
Upcalls closely resemble Unix signals, but offer improved functionality. Like signals, upcalls can be sent to one or more processes,
can be blocked or ignored, and have similar inheritance semantics
on process fork. Unlike signals, upcalls offer exactly-once, in-order
semantics for each receiver of a particular upcall. Further, upcalls
allow parameters to be passed to target processes and results to be
returned.

Changing Fidelity

Requests for fidelity changes do not map well to the NetBSD file
system interface. Further, many data types have natural access
methods that are not well supported by the untyped byte stream
model. To address these shortcomings, we have included a generalpurposeescapemechanismcalled tsop, ortype-specificoperation,
shown in Figure 3(e). The arguments to tsop specify an Odyssey
object and the opcode of a type-specific operation to be performed
on it. Input and output parameters are specified as unstructured
memory buffers, in the spirit of the ioctl
system call.

path, in opcode, in insize, in inbuf,
inout outsize, out outbuf)
(e) Qpe-Specific Operations

This figure shows Odyssey’sextensions to the NetBSDpromming interface. Note that the request and tsop calls have variants that identify Odyssey objects by file descriptorsrather than
pathnames.

5
Figure 3: Odyssey API

Example Applications

To explore Odyssey’s ability to support application diversity, we
modified three very different applications to run on it. The first
two applications are drawn from the domain of mobile information
access: a video player whose source code we have access to, and
a Web browser whose source code is not publicly available. The
third application, a speech recognizer, was chosen to explore the
effectiveness of Odyssey outside its original target domain.
Each application requires a different strategy for integration into
Odyssey, and each has distinct notions of fidelity. Collectively,
these applications serve as a vehicle to explore the generality and
performance characteristics of Odyssey.

4.2 Expressing Resource Expectations
Applications communicate resource expectations to Odyssey using
the request
system call shown in Figure 3(a). The call takes a
resource descriptor identifying a resource and specifying a window
oftolerance on its availability. This call expresses the application’s
desire to be told if the availability of the resource strays outside the
window.
If, at the time of the request,
the availability of the resource
is within the window of tolerance, the viceroy registers the request
and returns a unique identifier for it. This identifier can be used by
the viceroy in notifying the application that the resource has left the
requested bounds, or by the application in a future cancel system
call to discard the registered request.
If the resource is currently outside the bounds of the tolerance
window, an error code and the current available resource level are
returned. The application is then expected to try again, with a new
window of tolerance corresponding to a new fidelity level.
The fields of a resourcedescriptor are shown in Figure 3(b). Each
resource is named by a unique resource identifier. Figure 3(c) lists
the generic resources we plan to manage in Odyssey. At present the
prototype only manages the most critical resource in mobile computing: network bandwidth. The window of tolerance is indicated
by lower and upper bounds. A resource descriptor also specifies the
name of a procedure that will be called to notify the application that
the resource has left the window.

5.1 Video Player
Our support for video is based on xanim, a public-domain software
package that can generate video animation from data stored in various formats in a local file. As shown in Figure 4, we split its monolithic implementation into a client and server, and wrote a warden
to satisfy client requests and fetch data from the server.
. . . . ..“....“....................*
Client
/

.

-3

:

..... ......... ... ...... ...... .. ...
Figure 4: Video Player in Odyssey
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5.3

Each movie is stored in multiple tracks at the server, one track
per fidelity level. We have incorporated three levels of fidelity for
Quicktime 1111video data: JPEG-compressed 1421color frames at
qualities 99 and 50, and black-and-white frames. Storing all three
tracks incurs only modest overhead, typically about 60% more than
storing just the highest fidelity track.
The warden supports two tsops: to read a movie’s me&data,
and to get a particular frame from a specified track. The warden
performs read-ahead of frames to lower latency.
When the player opens a movie, it calculates the bandwidth requirements of each track from the movie me&data. The player
begins the movie at highest possible quality, and registers the corresponding window of tolerance with Odyssey. When it is notified
of a significant change in bandwidth, the player determines a new
fidelity level and switches to the corresponding track. If the player
switches from a low fidelity track to a higher one, the warden discards the prefetched low-quality frames.

5.2

Speech Recognizer

!1

Speech recognition offers considerable’p’otential as well as challenge for mobile computing. It is especially useful when mobilo
because it leaves the user’s hands and eyes free for other actlvb
ties such as driving [34]. However, the resource requirements for
high-accuracy speech recognition are substantial, especially when
mobile, since background noise is often high. Adding higher-level
semantic processing, such as language translation, leads to even
greater demands on computing resources. This combination of op
porhmity and challenge led us to implement speech recognition as
an Odyssey application, even though it falls outside our primary
domain of mobile information access.
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
:
Client

Web Browser

Netscape Navigator, or simply Netscape, is a widely-used tool for

accessing the World-Wide Web. It is an especially interesting ap-.
plication for Odyssey because we do not have access to its source
code. Since we cannot directly modify Netscape to take advantage
of Odyssey, we exploit its proxy facility as shown in Figure 5.
,...................................*
Client
.

:
Figure 6: Speech Recognition in Odyssey
Figure 6 illustrates our support for speech recognition in
Odyssey. The starting point for this implementation is a speech
recognition system called Janus [41], whose source code is avallable to us. We have split this system into a client and server, and
constructed a speech warden. The server accepts two forms of lnd
put: a raw utterance, or an utterance that has already been processed
by the first of several phases of Janus. This pre-processing ylclds a
compression ratio of approximately 5:l at modest CPU cost.

Figure 5: Extending Netscape for Odyssey
All of Netscape’s requests are redirected to a client module called
the cellophane. Together, Netscape and the cellophane constitute a
single application from the viewpoint of Odyssey. The cellophane
makes use of the Odyssey API and selects fidelity levels. Netscape
passively benefits from the adaptation initiated by the cellophane.
The cellophane transforms HTTP requests from Netscape into
file operations on Odyssey Web objects. The Web warden forwards
these requests via the client’s mobile network connection to a disMation server. The latter provides multiple levels of fidelity for
images along the lines suggested by Fox et al [7]. Since images
tend to be large and constitute a substantial fraction of HTTP traftic,
focusing on them has a high payoff. At the highest fidelity, images
are uncompressed. Progressively lower levels correspond to JPEGcompressed images of decreasing quality. The warden provides a
tsop to set the fidelity level.
The distillation server fetches requested objects from the appropriate Web server, distills them to the requested fidelity level, and
sends the results to the warden. The data is then passed to Netscape
via the cellophane. These steps are completely transparent to both
Netscape and the Web server; each perceives normal Web access.
Netscape exemplifies the unfortunate reality that source code is
not publicly available for a growing number of important applications. Code interpositioning. the approach described above, represents only one way for such shrink-wrapped applications to benefit
from Odyssey. Other possibilities include static binary rewriting of
executables and dynamic modification of system calls.

The speech front-end captures a raw speech utterance and then
writes it to an object in the Odyssey namespace. The warden, using
the current bandwidth estimate, decides whether it is faster to perform the first pass of the recognition on the local, slower CPU, or
to ship the larger, raw utterance to the server. In the extreme case
of disconnection, the local Janus is capable of recognizing the utterance, but at a severe CPU and memory cost, When the uttemncc
is recognized, the resulting text is made available to the front-end
through a read operation. We are currently refining our implementation to support multiple levels of recognition fidelity.

6

Evaluation

Three central questions drove our evaluation of Odyssey:
l

l

l

How agile is Odyssey in the face of changing network bnndwidth?
How beneficial is it for applications to exploit the dynamic
adaptation made possible by Odyssey?
How important is centralized resource management for concurrent applications?

In posing these questions, two secondary questions come to light,
First, how should the concept of agility be quantified? Second,
what experimental methodology should we use to obtain agility
metrics? We address these secondary questions first, in Section 6,1,
and present our answers to the primary questions in Section 6.2.
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6.1 Evaluation Strategy

These comparisons are clearly dependent on the choice of fidelity
metrics. However, since only relative comparisons are made within
a single application, the only requirement on fidelity is that it be
strictly increasing as the quality of presented data increases.

6.1.1 Agility Metrics
Our approach to quantifying agility draws upon well-established
principles for measuring dynamic response from the field of control
sys&ns [4,30]. The accepted practice in that field is to characterize
the adaptive ability of a system with respect to a particular output in
terms of its responses to a set of input reference wavefomts. Each
reference waveform is conceptually simple, yet greatly stresses the
adaptive ability of the system by varying the input in some sharp
and substantial manner.

i-l

1

(a) Step-Up

nll-

(c) Impulse-Up

6.13

Experimental Conditions

AII of our experiments used identical hardware and software configurations: a single 90 MHz Pentium client with 32 MB of memory, and a collection of 200 MHz Pentium Pro servers with 64 MB
of memory. These machines were running a NetBSD 1.2 kernel
customized to include Odyssey and trace modulation extensions;
modulation was performed at the client.
The bandwidth levels encoded in our modulation traces were
chosen with two constraints in mind. First, they must be reasonably
achieved on current wireIess hardware. Second, they must provide
for interesting tradeoffs when running our sample applications. We
chose 120 KBls (kilobytes per second) and 40 KBls for the high
and low bandwidth levels. The protocol round trip time measured
on our setup was 21 ms for both bandwidths.

I

(b) Step-Down

(d) ImpuIse-Down

6.2 Experimental Results
6.2.1

The Step-Upand Step-Downwaveformsare each 60 secondslong,
with a single, abrupttransition at the midpoint.The Impulse-Upand
Impulse-Downwaveformsare approximationsto the ideal impulse,
which is a spike of infinitesimal width and infinite height. We approximatethe ideal with two-secondwide excursionsin the middle
of a 60.second period. Our choice of parametersfor these waveformsis basedon ourestimateof the basicnetworktimeconstantsof

How Agile is Odyssey?

In order to allow applications to makeintelligent trade-offs between
performance and quality, Odyssey must track changes in both the
supply of and demand for network bandwidth. Because Odyssey
may often be used in weakly-connected environments, we rely on
purely passive observations rather than an active approach such as
that suggested by Keshav [17]. These observations are logged by
our user-level RPC mechanism [25] which is impkmented on UDP.
This mechanism combines a conventional RPC protocol for small
exchanges with a sliding-window, selective-acknowledgement protocol for bulk data transfer. Each distinct endpoint has its own
log, and observations for different endpoints are recorded independently.
Log entries are of two kinds: roundtrip entries that are recorded
for smal! exchanges, and throughput entries that arise from bulk
transfers. Each round trip entry records the time, Trtt, to send a
request to a server and receive a response, less server computation
time. Each throughput entry records Twin, which is either the time
for a receiver to request and receive a window’s worth, D. of data,
or for a sender to transmit that data and receive an acknowledgement. Round trip and throughput estimates are both smoothed by
the viceroy using the following equation:

tvoicaldistributed svstems todav: 30 secondsshoutd be long enough

f;j a system to reaih steady s&e after a bandwidthpertu&ation~a
2 secondperturbationis large enoughto be detectableby a sensitive
system,yet small enough to be missedby an insensitiveone.
Figure 7: Reference Waveforms for Agility Experiments
Figure 7 illustrates the reference waveforms used in our evahtation. Although these waveforms are idealized, approximations to
them can occur in practice. The step waveforms can arise in overlay networks, where a mobile client may seamlesslyswitch between
different network interfaces. Further, virtual radios such as Specbumware [37] may allow sharp bandwidth degradation. Impulse
waveforms can arise as a result of frequent transitions in either of
these situations, or in the presence of bursty background traffic.
6.1.2 Experimental Methodology
Generating Discontinuous Waveforms To subject Odyssey and
its applications to these reference waveforms, we need to generate
sharp discontinuities in network bandwidth. Accomplishing this
in a repeatable and reliable manner is extremely difficult on any
real network or combination of networks. We solve this problem
through a technique called truce modulation [26,33].
Trace modulation performs application-transparent emulation of
a slower target network over a faster, wired LAN. It is implemented
in two parts: a layer inserted in the protocol stack betweenthe transport and network layers, and a user-level daemon. The added layer
delays all traffic into and out of the modified host according to a
simple linear model combining latency and bandwidth-induced delays, The daemon reads a list of model parameters, called a replay trace, from a file and feeds it to the delay layer. We have
created synthetic replay traces to obtain the bandwidth variations
corresponding to the reference waveforms.

new = cu(measured) + (1 - cu)(oId)

(1)

Our implementation uses an CY
of 0.75 for round trip time, and 0.875
for throughput.
To obtain a bandwidth estimate, we observe that the transmission time for D bytes is T& minus the time for transmitting the
acknowledgement or the time to transmit the request. Assuming
symmetrical data rates, both of these are Trtt/2. This yields the
following expression for bandwidth:

’ = T,;,

-)T,&)

(2)

Noise in round trip estimates can severely impact bandwidth estimates; to discount anomalous increases in round trip time, we cap
the percentage rise possible at each estimate. This has the effect
of erring on the side of caution and underestimating bandwidth in
certain situations, but eliminates anomalies introduced by our userlevel implementation.
The viceroy collects information from ail logs to estimate the total bandwidth available to the client. It then estimates the fraction

Interpreting Results Since Odyssey applications trade fidelity
for performance, interpreting the results of experiments requires
some care. In comparing two strategies, one is strictly better than
the other if it provides better fidelity with comparable performance,
or better performance with comparabIe fidelity. In other cases, the
comparison must take into account the application’s goals.
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of this bandwidth likely to be available to each connection. A connection estimate is composed of hvo parts: a competed-forpart proportional to recent use, and a fair-share part reflecting an expected
lower bound.
Supply To measure agility with respect to bandwidth
supply, we ran a synthetic Odyssey application, bitstream, that consumed data as fast as possible through a streaming warden over a
single connection from a server. During data transfer, we varied
network bandwidth in accordancewith the reference waveforms of
Figure 7. To ensure that the system was in steady state, we primed
it for thirty seconds prior to observation. The bandwidth estimated
by Odyssey for each waveform is shown in Figure 8.
Varying

Figure 8(a) shows that Odyssey demonstrates excellent agility
on the Step-Up waveform by detecting its bandwidth increase almost instantaneously. The second graph, Figure 8(b), shows that
agility on the Step-Down waveform is not quite as good as on StepUp. The settling time for this waveform - the time required to
reach and stay within the nominal bandwidth range - is 2.0 seconds. The slower downward transition is caused by the fact that
we generate a throughput estimate only at the end of a window of
data. If bandwidth falls abruptly while a large window of data is
being transmitted, the drop is not recorded until the last packet of
the window arrives.
Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show agility for the Impulse-Up and
Impulse-Down waveforms. The leading edge of the upward impulse is accurately traced, but the trailing edge has a noticeable settling time. The downward impulse is too short for estimation to
settle accurately, and there is again a noticeable settling time on the
trailing edge of the impulse.
We next examine agility with respect to bandwidth demand. We began these experiments with a single bitstream
application running on a client. As before, we primed the system for
thirty seconds to ensure that it was in steady state before beginning
observation. After thirty seconds of observation, we introduced a
second, identical bitstream client. To study sensitivity of the results to offered load, we repeated the experiments with each application attempting to consume IO%, 45%, and 100% of the nominal
throughput. All experiments were conducted at the higher of our
two modulated bandwidths.
Varying Demand

Figures 9(a)-9(c) show the viceroy’s estimation of the bandwidth
available to the two competing streams, In all experiments, the second stream causes some transient effects when it is started. This
transient is much more pronounced in the two higher-load experiments; in the full-utilization case it takes almost 5 seconds to settle
back to the nominal value.
At low utilization, the second stream reaches its nominal value
almost immediately; in the other two cases, this takes longer.
Higher rates of consumption by the first stream give it more weight
compared to the startup of the second stream. Hence; the first
stream is given more of the competed-for bandwidth until the second stream has established itself.
6.2.2

How Beneficial is Adaptation?

We next compare the performance and fidelity of adaptive applications using Odyssey with versions of these applications using static
policies, In this comparison, we represent fidelity as a number between zero and one that indicates, in an application-specific manner, the quality of data delivered.
In our experiments, each application executed the same workload
using an adaptive strategy as well as one fixed strategy per fidelity
level. Each execution was repeated for all the reference waveforms.
As before, we primed the experiment with a thirty second period of
constant bandwidth to eliminate startup transients.
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(d) Impulse-Down Waveform
This figure shows the agility of bandwidth estimation in the face of
varying supply. Each graph merges the results from five trials, and
each bandwidth observationis representedby a single dot on tho
graph. The dashed lines represent the theoretical bandwidth of the
emulated network, as specified by the synthetic traces used for cmulation. The dotted lines are the measured,instantaneous throughputs
obtained using a large bulk transfer between client and server. Idcally, all samples would lie between the dashed and dotted lines.

Figure 8: Supply Estimation Agility
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Figure 10 summarizes the results of the xanim benchmark.
In both Step waveforms, roughly half the frames displayed by
Odyssey are JPEG(50) frames, and the other half JPEG(99) frames.
For Impulse-Up, Odyssey shows only JPEG(50) frames, and for
Impulse-Down almost all JPEG(99) frames. Thus, the adaptive
xanim nearly always displays the optimal quality frame.
For all waveforms other than Impulse-Up, Odyssey achieves a
much better fidelity than JPEG(50). with only a modest increase
in dropped frames. For all waveforms other than Impulse-Down,
Odyssey drops many fewer frames than the JPEG(99) strategy by
reverting to JPEG(50) frames at low bandwidth. For ImpulseDown, Odyssey is indistinguishable from the JPEG(99) strategy.
In the adaptive strategy, dropped frames occur primarily during
the downward bandwidth transitions. It takes at least one data transfer for Odyssey to notice the drop in bandwidth, and that transfer is
fetching high-quality frames, which are destined to be late.
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(a) 10% utilization/stream

Web Browser For the Web browser experiments, we repeatedly
fetched a 22KB image as fast as possible. To preserve experimental
control, the image was stored on a Web server on the test network,
with a distillation server interposed between the client and the Web
server. The cellophane could choose one of four levels of fidelity:
original quality or JPEG compression at quality levels 50, 25, or
5. The fidelity of each of these levels is 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.05
respectively. The fidelity for an experiment is the average fidelity
of all images fetched in that experiment.
The performance metric is the average time to fetch and display
an image during an execution. For the baseline against which to
compare, we executed the trace on an unmodified, private Ethernet.
Our Web client’s adaptation goal is to display the best quality image
that can be fetched within twice the Ethernet time, in this case 0.4
seconds. With this goal, fullquality images can be fetched at the
high bandwidth. At low bandwidth JPEG(S0) is the best possible.
Figure 11 summarizes the results of the Web benchmark. The
static strategy of fetching full-quality images only meets our performance goals in the Impulse-Down case. This is not surprising,
as most of that trace provides sufficient bandwidth for full-quality
images. In contrast, Odyssey meets our performance goal in all
cases, and does so at better quality than any of the sufficiently fast
static strategies. In the Impulse-Up case, Odyssey is fooled into
fetching better quality images for a brief period by the impulse’s
transient increase in bandwidth.
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(c) 100% (attempted) utilization/stream
This figureshowsthe agility of bandwidth estimation; note that we
measureavaihrbility,not consumption. The upper curve is the total
estimatedbandwidth;the loweris thebandwidthavailableto the seeond stream,which startsafter 30 seconds.The pairs of straightlines
show the nominal ranges for each curve; a perfectly agile system
would alwaysshow the upper and lower curveswithin their respectivepairs. Eachgraphdepictsthe resultsof fivetrials. The solidlines
showaverages,and gray regions showthe spreadbetweenobserved
maximumand minimum values.

Speech Recognizer For the speech experiments, we recognized a
single, short phrase, repeating the recognition as quickly as possible. Since the quality of recognition does not vary, the only interesting metric is the speed with which recognitions take place. Figure 12 gives the recognition times for the three possible strategies:
always hybrid, always remote, and adaptive.
At the bandwidths in our reference traces, hybrid translation is
always the correct strategy when speech is the sole application. As
Figure 12 shows, Odyssey duplicates the always-hybrid strategy.
We have confirmed, through experiments not reported here, that at
higher bandwidths an adaptive strategy has benefits.
6.23 How Important is Centralized Resource Management?
Finally we examine the usefulness of Odyssey’s centralized resource management. We do this by comparing Odyssey with two
forms of uncoordinated resource management, with all three applications concurrently running on the much longer synthetic waveform shown in Figure 13.
As a basis of comparison we modified the viceroy to support
Zaissez-faire resource management; rather than combining information from all logs as in Section 6.2.1, each log is examined in
isolation. This reflects what applications would discover on their
own: information is less accurate than that globally obtained but
with similar delays in discovery.

Figure 9: Demand Estimation Agility

Video Player We compare the adaptive behavior of the Odyssey
video player to three fixed policies: always JPEG(99), always
JPEG(SO), and always black-and-white. The higher bandwidth
is sufficient to fetch JPEG(99) frames. At the low bandwidth,
JPEG(50) frames can be fetched without loss. All movie tracks
are encoded at ten frames per second, with 600 frames to display
during each trial.
JPEG(99) frames are assigneda fidelity of 1.0, JPEG(50) frames
have a fidelity of 0.5, and bIack-and-white frames a fidelity of 0.01.
The fidelity for a single execution of xanim is the average fidelity
of frames displayed. Thus a movie with half of its frames displayed
from each of the two best tracks would have a fidelity of 0.75. The
performance metric is frames dropped. Xanim’s adaptation goal is
to play the highest quality possible without dropping frames. Other
applications might choose, instead, to preserve frame quality but
reduce the frame rate.
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Waveform

B/W
JPEG(S0)
JPEG(99)
Odyssey
Fidelity = 0.01
Fidelity = 0.5 Fidelity = 1.0
Drops
Drops
1
Drops
1 Drops
Fidelity
I
1 7
(2.2)
0.73
(0.01)
0
(0.0) 1 3
(1.8) 1 169 (0.8)
0
5
(11.2)
169 (2.4)
25
(8.9)
0.76
(0.01)
(0.0)
0
0

(0.0)
(0.0)

3
0

(0.7)

325
12

(0.0)

(4.3)
(5.7)

23
14

(7.4)
(6.5)

0.50

(0.01)

0.98

(0.01)

This table gives the fidelityand number of framesdroppedby xanhn under variousstrategiesfor each of the four referencewaveforms,Note
that larger fidelity values representbetter quality, while fewerdroppedframesindicatesbetter performance.Each observationis the mean of
fivetrials, with standarddeviationsgiven in parentheses.Noticethat Odysseyachievesfidelityas good as or betterthan the JPEG(50)stmtegy
in all cases, but performs as well or better than JPEG(99) within experimentalerror.
Figure 10: Video Player Performance and Fidelity

JPEG(5)
Fidelity = 0.05
Time (s)
-

Waveform
Ethernet
step-up

Step-Down
Impulse-Up
Impulse-Down

0.25
0.25
0.27

0.24

(0.01)

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)

JPEG(25)
Fidelity = 0.25
Time (s)
0.30
0.30
0.33
0.27

(0.01)
(0.01)

JPEG(50)
Full Quality
Odyssey
Fidelity = 0.5 Fidelity = 1.0
Time (s)
Time (s)
Time (s)
Fidelity
0.20
co.ooj
0.29
(0.01) 0.46
(0.01)
0.35
(0.05) 0.78
(0.08)
0.29
(0.01) 0.46
(0.00) 0.35
(0.03)
0.77
(0.04)

(0.01)

0.34

(0.00)

(0.02)

0.29

(0.01)

0.71
0.34

(0.00)
(0.01)

0.42
0.36

(0.06)
(0.02)

0.63

0.99

(0.08)
(0.01)

This table givesthe fidelityand averagetime for Netscapeto fetchand displayour test image under variousstrategiesfor each of the four reference waveforms.Note that largerfidelitynumbers representbetter quality!while smaller times indicate betterperformance.Each observation
is the mean of fivetrials; standarddeviationsaxe.given in parentheses. Notice that Odyssey achieves a better fidelity than JPEG(S0) in nll cases
and, unlike the fullquality strategy,meets our performancegoalwithin experimentalerrorfor all cases.
Figure 11: Web Browser Performance and Fidelity

Recognition Trme (sec.)
Always
I Always
I
Hybdd
1 Rem&e
1 Odyssey
1 0.80
(0.00) 1 0.91 (o.00) I 0.80 (0.00)

I

I
Waveform
Step-Up

One could also imagine the networking layer of an opemting system immediately notifying applications when switching between nehvorking technologies. We have implemented this stmtegy, which we call blind-optimism, by passingthe theoretical bandwidth to the viceroy at each transition via an upcall. The viceroy
then notifies any interested applications. This informadon is less
accurate becauseit does not reflect the impact of any other nppltcntions, but is delivered without the delay of bandwidth discovery,
Figure 14presents the results of this experiment. The fidelity and
performance metrics as well as the application goals for this expcriment are the same as in Section 6.2.2. The messageof Figure 14 is
that Odyssey’s centralized resource estimation provides significant
benefits over both laissez-faire and blind-optimism. By correctly
accounting for bandwidth competition, the Odyssey Web browser
and video player fetch data at lower fidelity, thus enabling all appllcations to come much closer to their performance goals. Odyssey
drops a factor of 2 to 5 fewer frames than the other strategies, and
Web pages are loaded and displayed roughly twice as fast, The rcsultingdecreasein network utilization improves speech recognition
time as well.

I
1

This table gives the average time, in seconds, for a recognition by
the speech application for each of the two static strategies as well as
the adaptive strategy for each of the four reference waveforms. Each

observationis the mean of fivetrials. Standarddeviationsare shown
in parentheses.Note that Odysseycorrectlyreproducesthe alwayshybrid case, which is optimal at our referencebandwidthlevels.
Figure 12: Speech Recognizer Performance
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Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, Odyssey is the first system to simultaneously address the problems of adaptation for mobility, application diversity, and application concurrency. It is the first effort to
propose and implement an architecture for application-aware adaptation that pays careful attention to the needs of mobile computing,
The identification of agility as a key attribute for mobile systems,
and the first approach to evaluating it, have both occurred in the
context of Odyssey.
At the same time, Odyssey has benefited considembly from much

This IS-minutesynthetic trace modelsthe bandwidthvariationseen
by a user walkingthrougha hypothetical&an setting. Eachnumber
indicates the time duration of the correspondingsegmentin minutes.

The high and low bandwidthsare as indicatedin Section 6.1.3. The
user begins well-connected but soon enters aregion of intermittent
quality. She then enters the radioshadowcausedby a largebuilding,
and finally returns to good connectivity.

Figure 13: Bandwidth Variation in Urban Scenario
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This table demonstrates the benefit of Odyssey’s centraked resource managementby comparing it to two implementations of uncoordinated
resource management. The fidelity and performance metrics for this experiment am the same as in Figures 10-12. Notice that by degrading
the fidelity of fetched video and web data, Odyssey comes closer to each application% performance goals by factors of 2-5. Such a trade-off is
made possible by Odyssey’s more accurate estimation of bandwidth available to each application. Each observation in this table is the mean of
five trials, with standard deviations given in parentheses.

Figure 14: Performance and Fidelity of Concurrent Applications

paper has shown, this kind of laissez-faire approach does not pmvide for application concurrency, even though it works well for individual applications. Further, attempts to increase resource usage
amount to active rather than passive resource monitoring, a questionable strategy when bandwidth is scarce.

previous work. A substantial debt is owed to Coda, which first
demonstrated that client resources could be effectively used to insulate users and applications from the vagaries of mobile information
access. The strategy of trading lowered consistency for improved
availability was shown to be effective and usable by Coda and related systems such as Ficus and Bayou. It was the recognition that
consistency represented a particular dimension of the broader concept of fidelity that led to the design of Odyssey. Many aspects of
the Odyssey prototype, such as its implementation in user space and
its use of a log-based mechanism for monitoring network quality,
were based on positive experience with similar strategies in Coda.
Many systems together served as a backdrop to our thinking on
fidelity: the Rover toolkit; mobile Web software such as Mobisaic [40] and W4 [2]; software embodying concepts such as dynamic documents [14] and distillation [7]; commercial email packages such as Eudora; and numerous PDAs and pocket organizers. Examination of these systems also helped us identify an essential missing ingredient in all of their designs: effective management of scarce resources across multiple applications. These
systems, in conjunction with Coda, helped us formulate our taxonomy of adaptation strategies - laissez-faire, application-aware,
and application-transparent.
The issues of resource reservation and guarantees lie at the heart
of real-time systems [24], and have become important in high performance networking [8J. These communities have recently applied
reservation techniques, with two changes, to mobile clients [20,27].
First, rather than reserving a particular quantity of a resource, they
reserve a range; the underlying system transparently adapts within
the range. Second, if the range is exceeded or the client moves, a
renegotiation involving some or all of the end-to-end path is initiated.
In contrast to these systems, Odyssey abandons the reservation
model entirely; either the reserved bounds would be so wide as to
degenerate to application-transparent adaptation, or costly renegotiations on behalf of a mobile host would be too frequent. Framed as
an end-to-end consideration,ultimate responsibility for coping with
changesin resourcelevels resides with applications. Odyssey’s role
is only to improve efficiency, agility and fairness by insulating applications from insignificant variations in resource levels, and by
providing a focal point for resource monitoring and allocation.
Recent adaptive systems, such as McCanne’s F&M [22] and Inouye’s video player [12], employ feedback-driven adaptation rather
than Odyssey’s measurement-based approach. Such systems scale
back quality, and hence resource consumption, when application
performance is poor, and they attempt to discover additional resources by optimistically scaling up usage. Using applicationspecific feedback relieves such systems of the need to calibrate to
individual resources, but this feedback is per-application. As this

Finally, the installation of pieces of code at low levels of the system to encapsulatespecializedknowledge about different data types
is a common practice in databases [IO]. The primary purpose of
such code is to improve disk management. The use of wardens in
Odysseyresembles this practice, but differs in that wardens support
multiple fidelity levels.

8 Future Work
We see many short-, medium-, and long-term tasks ahead of us.
The prototype improvements already alluded to will constitute our
short-term tasks. Specifically, we intend to incorporate adaptation
for objects other than images in the Web application of Section 5.2.
We also plan to add support for multiple levels of fidelity in the
speechapplication of Section 5.3.
In the medium term, we plan to enhance the prototype and gain
experience with it in real use. First, we will broaden support for
resource management to the fbll range of resources in Figure 3(c),
and correspondingly expand the scope of our evaluation. This will
enable Odyssey to support a broader class of applications, making
it attractive as a platform for serious use. We then expect to deploy
Odyssey to a small user community, and to gain empirical feedback
to complement our evaluation through controlled experiments.
Our long-term plans are more speculative. Currently, we expect
to work in three broad areas:
l

l

l
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The speech application of Section 5.3 suggests the importance
of being able to dynamically decide whether to ship data or
computation. This capability is currently provided in an ad
hoc manner by the speech warden. Extending Odyssey to provide full support for deciding between dynamicfunction or
data shipping would enable us to more thoroughly explore this
tradeoff in mobile computing.
Search of distributed repositories performs poorly when mobile because it lacks the temporal locality needed for caching
to be effective in compensating for poor bandwidth. We plan
to explore a solution that uses dynamic sets [35, 361 in conjunction with support for dynamic function versus data shipping.
The design of adaptive mobile systems is currently a black art.
Developing systematic principles for their design, as well as
techniques for analyzing their agility and stability before they
are built. would be valuable.
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Conchsion

[a L. Georgiadis, R. Guerin, V. Pet-is, and R. Rajan. Efficient

Support of Delay and Rate Guarantees in an Internet. In ProConference, Stanford,
CA, August 1996.

The need for adaptation in mobile information access is now widely
accepted. In this paper, we put forth the view that application-aware
adaptation offers the most general and effective approach to addressing this need. The essence of our approach is a collaborative
partnership between applications and the system, with a clear separation of concerns. We argue that previous approaches to adaptation
represent limiting cases of this general approach.

ceedings of the ACM SIGCOMM96

PI D. K. Gifford, P. Jouvelot, M. A. Sheldon, and J. W,

O’Toole Jr. Semantic File Systems. In Proceedings of the
13th ACM Symposium on Operating System Principles, 199 1,

r101J. Gray and A. Reuter. Transaction Processing:

The Odyssey architecture supports application-aware adaptation
while paying careful attention to a variety of practical considerations. Our prototype confirms the feasibility of realizing this architecture, and its ability to support a wide range of applications. Our
evaluation identifies agility as a key enabling attribute of an adaptive system, describes how to measure it, and reports on the agility
of the Odyssey prototype. The evaluation confirms that the prototype does a good job of balancing performance and fidelity, and
confirms the importance of centralized resource management. At
the same time, it suggests avenues for further improvement. Overall, Odyssey promises to be a versatile and effective platform for
further research in mobile computing.
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